Optical Study of Diamine Coupling on Carboxyl-Functionalized Mesoporous Silicon.
A functionalization strategy, consisting of a silylation reaction by acrylic acid followed by diamine coupling, preserves and stabilizes the photoluminescence (PL) of porous silicon (pSi) microparticles suspended in ethanol. We found that under the condition of efficient amine coupling, besides the orange emission typical of the native pSi, an emission band in the blue region appears. The investigation of the interaction between pSi and diamine shows that diamine quenches and shifts the orange band meanwhile it induces an increase of the intensity of the blue one. PL lifetimes of the orange and blue bands are in the micro and nano second range, respectively. These values and their wavelength dependence clearly prove that the two bands have different origin: quantum confinement and nitrogen impurities introduced at silicon/silicon oxide interface, respectively. Thus, they can be used to discriminate between the pSi microparticles obtained by silylation, which expose carboxylic groups and the pSi microparticles after the diamine coupling, which bear amine functionalities at the surface. The increase in the stability of the PL emission of pSi in aqueous solution after functionalization, with quantum yields of the order of 1–2%, supports the use in biological systems of these brightly emitting, largely porous microparticles, bearing positive or negative surface charge.